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The main perspective in psychiatry has shifted during
recent years from the psychodynamic to the biological.
In this paper it is argued, firstly â€”¿
in the line of
Rudnick (1990), Callaway (1992), Freeman (1992),
Mass & Katz (1992) and Mandell & Selz (1992)- that
biological psychiatry is in a confused state; secondly,
that this confusion is due in part to the difficulty of

interpreting new neurobiological data because of a
lack of a sound conceptual framework. Thirdly, we
argue that these confusions are related to the issue
of levels, in that the levels of organisation are not
explicated with sufficient clarity in biological
psychiatry. This problem of levels in psychiatry is
well expressed in the comment that psychiatry of the
past was brainless, but that psychiatry of the future
seems to be mindless (Eisenberg, 1986).
In the following

we discuss

the concept

of

reduction. We propose that emergent materialism is
a plausible stance in biological psychiatry and that
it clarifies the concepts of reduction and level in
psychiatry.
Reduction in biological psychiatry

The basic assumption in biological research is that
of reductionism. In biological psychiatry too, the
simplest models are built upon the principle of
reduction. Often biological psychiatry has been
condemned as mechanistic and simplistic (Pam,
1990). We should, however, take a closer look at
what precisely is meant by the notion of reduction
(Bunge, 1977; Churchland, 1982, 1986).
The most obvious and popular case of reduction
is theory reduction, which can be characterised as
a process whereby a theory is reduced to another,
more basic theory. The reduction may be complete,
in the sense that it shows that the old theory was

false, but sometimes the old theory is integrated into
the new one. The natural sciences (physics,
chemistry, biology) have usually been seen as the
most basic theories. Psychology and the social
sciences are commonly considered to be either
basically non-existent or in any case secondary to
natural science.
The strongest form of reductionism is the view
that, while mental concepts may or may not be

reducible to neurophysiological ones, the categories
of psychology are in any case so vague that they
shouldbe eliminated
from sciencealtogether.
According to this stance, sooner or later all
psychological concepts will be replaceable with
specific neurobiological

(1991),
positron-emission
tomography
(PET)

fmdings have shown that there are differences
among individuals in the strategies used to
process a given stimulus. They conclude that trying
toassociate
any particular
brainareawitha given
mental operation is not feasible because mental
operations
aretheresult
ofcoordinated
activation
of various brain areas. Furthermore, defects in
different brain areas can generate the same type
of mental dysfunction. According to Volkow &
Tancredi
(1991),
modelswhichrequire
a one-to-one
relationship between the physical and mental are
not plausible. A better model allows an association
between clusters of physical processes and one or
more mental phenomena.
A weaker version of the reductionist stance
states that mental phenomena are caused by
neurobiological events alone. This stance is called
causal reductionism, and seems to be the position
held by many biological psychiatrists. Although
psychological phenomena exist, they are secondary.
This resembles epiphenomenalism, according to
which the mind is â€˜¿ secreted'
by the brain.
Causal reductionism implies causal effects only in
a â€˜¿ bottom-up'
direction, from neurobiological events
to psychological phenomena. The problem with this
stance is that it has difficulty in explaining fmdings
indicating that similar neurobiological effects may
differ at the experiential or behavioural levelaccording
to context(Callaway,1992).It can of coursebe argued
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concepts. This position is

often referred to as eiminativism.
Despite their popularity in philosophy, very few
empirical
scientists
endorsetheoryreduction
or
eliminativism.
Insofar
asthesestances
involve
the
idea of type-identity, existing empirical data can be
interpreted
asevidence
against
them.Type-identities
would require that the mental and the physical types
are one-to-one. That is, that the mental and the
physical divisions of the brain are isomorphic. As
pointed out in a recent paper by Volkow & Tancredi
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terms of a treatmentâ€”response
model it is possible
determinants of behaviour
are too complex, but a more plausible possibility is to identify eight disorders with a shared patho
abnormality
(majordepression,
bulimia,
that biological processes and their effects can be physiologic
obsessiveâ€”compulsive
disorder,
influenced
byphenomenaoccurring
athigher
levels panic disorder,
(psychological, social). Recent empirical findings attention deficit disorder with hyperactivity,
migraine
andirritable
bowelsyndrome).
(Pardoetal,1993)
whichimplydownstream
causalitycataplexy,
are likewise not explicable in terms of causal If this is the case, then illness categories cannot be
reduction (we will come back to this notion below). explained by reference solely to events on a single
These reductionist models have been popular level. This may imply that complete epistemological
reduction is not available in these cases.
partly due to their simplicity. Their disadvantage,
It has even been argued recently that the goal of
on the other hand, has been that they have fostered
research designs in biological psychiatry which seem treatment is to induce global brain changes; these are
to favour over-simplistic interpretations of the achieved by seemingly illogical procedures (eg.
results. The last few years, however, have witnessed reduction of anti-depressant medication in cases of
a quest for non-reductionist models in psychiatry, treatment failure), but are understandable in terms
and the emergence of new theories, whose basic of nonlinear systems (Mandell & Selz, 1992). These
characteristic
istheabsence
ofthis
tendency
towards ideas, according to the authors, may contribute to
simple reductionism. In biological psychiatry too a new unity of the behavioural and brain sciences.
The whole idea of reduction is in contradict
there have been comments in this direction
causality'
(Callaway,
1992;Mandell& Selz,
1992).
Allinall, ion with the notion of â€˜¿ downstream
1981; Sperry, 1980; Erdi, 1993;
the question of the relationship between biological (Hofstadter,
and psychological events and concepts seems to be ScentÃ¡gothai,1993). Pardo et al(1993) have reported
once more the subjectof debate in psychiatry(Reiser, that, using the PET technique, they were able to
1984; Pardes, 1986; Hundert, 1989;van Praag, 1989; measure changes in the regional cerebral blood flow
of normal volunteers during self-induced dysphoria.
Gabbard, 1992).
Gabbard (1992) concludes that the human brain
undergoes significant functional and anatomical
Problems with reduction
change in response to psychological influences.
Some clinical studies also seem to support the
Reduction has two aspects: ontological and
epistemological. Ontological reduction is character notion that psychological and social processes act on
istic of eliminativism. The qualities of a higher-level biological phenomena in a more global sense. One
phenomenon are reduced to phenomena at a lower example is the study by Spiegel et al (1989), who
level. Epistemological reduction, on the other demonstrated that psychosocial treatment may
hand, strives to understand certain aspects of increase the survival time of patients with metastatic
a phenomenon in terms of neurophysiological breast cancer. Also Fawzy et al (1993) reported
increased survival time after psychiatric intervention
statements.
Itdoesnot eliminate
thequalitative
variety
ofexistence,
asdoesontological
reduction among patients with malignant melanoma. It has
(Bunge, 1980). Bunge (1977) offers an example of even been suggested that, on the basis of what is
known about psychobiological
interactions,
this difference. When water is equated with H20,
thisisan exampleof epistemological
reduction.psychotherapy should be considered a biological
Along with its chemical composition, however, water treatment (Mohl, 1987).
It can thus be concluded that the search for
also has a structure, which implies that water has
certain emergent properties such as viscosity and explanation needs to reach out to other levels
besides the biological: the psychological and the
fluidity.
Moreover, epistemological reduction can be social.
more or less complete. For instance, in the recent
discussion based on empirical studies, it has been said Emergent materialism and biological psychiatry:
that the â€˜¿ specific
disease, specific biology' approach
a balance between solutions and
should be abandoned and replaced by a focus
additional problems
on the relationship between the functioning of
neurotransmitter systems and the more fundamental
components of mental disorders, such as emotions Emergent materialism is a philosophical doctrine
and the elements of cognition (Maas & Katz, 1992). which renders many psychological and psychiatric
In the same line of reasoning are the findings of findings inteffigible. Before going into details, it is
Hudson & Pope (1990), who point out that in worth mentioning that emergent materialism also

that the neurobiological
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generates problems of its own, mainly because it

offers solutions to the questions posed by mind/brain
interactions.

The reader should thus weigh the

number of problems answered against the number
of new problems begotten. But first, what is
emergent materialism?
According to Mario Bunge (1981), who can be
considered its most outspoken proponent, emergent
materialism is an ontological doctrine which states,

/

S
L3

flatly, that everything is material. More precisely,
everything is either a material thing, a material
system, a property of a material system, or an aspect
dependent upon material systems. This accounts for
the â€˜¿ materialism'
part of the doctrine.
Emergent materialism differs from other, more
vulgar versions of materialism in that it allows for the
apparent richness of existence by positing multiple
levels of organisation. By the â€˜¿ apparent
richness of
existence' we mean the commonsense fact that there
L1
appear to be several kinds of things in the world:
physical middle-sized objects and their constituents,
human beings and their organs, institutions made of Fig. 1 The system S exists in three different levels L1, L2, L,. For
human beings, and so on. A level of organisation is a example,a human beingexists
on biological
(L1),
psychological
(L,)levels.
The human beingcanbe divided
into
collection of systems such that the components of these (L2)andsocial
level-specific subsystems S. S2, S,.
systems belong to a lower level (see Fig. 1).
Higher levels â€˜¿ emerge'
from lower ones. Emergence
has two aspects: higher levels are dependent upon
being afraid of the dark. In order for this to be a case
lower ones, but are at the same time lawful in their of weak supervenience, we need to describe a level of
own right. This means that the laws of the higher neural happenings where, whenever such a psycho
level are not generally deducible from the laws of the logical change occurs, a corresponding neural event
lower one. Higher levels host novel, emergent
also occurs. A description that could predict for
properties, not found at the lower level.
example
whichpartofthebrain
will
havethegreatest
â€˜¿ Supervenience'
isa technical term used to describe amount of activity going on would qualify as weak
the relationship of dependence between adjacent
supervenience.
levels in the hierarchy. There are two kinds of
In order to qualify as strong supervenience, we
supervenience: weak and strong. A higher-level would need a more detailed description, such that
systemX isweaklysupervenient
on a lowerlevel whenever the neural change appeared, so would the
system Y if a change in X requires a change in Y. corresponding
psychological
change.
X is strongly supervenient on Y if a change in Y
A widely
accepted
viewisthat
inthecase
ofthe
causes a change in X. Most mental/physical
relations
psychological/neural
relationship,
thereisno way
are cases of weak supervemence. A change in the
to construe a case of strong supervenience. On the
neural system can take place without a corresponding
basis of what has just been said, it can be argued
change in the mental system.
that the validity of this view depends on the way the
Supervenience
is description-relative:
before levels
aredescribed.
Ifforexamplethepsychological
supervenience
can be located in the system under
level involves a change from thinking about one's
consideration, the system must be divided into levels. grandmother to thinking about the grandmother
Take, for example, the brain. It appears obvious that holding a glass of milk in her hand, there is no place
psychological phenomena, such as â€˜¿ thinking
about
to look for a sufficient neuralchange. If, on the other
summer' or â€˜¿ being
afraid of the dark' are dependent
hand, the psychological level involves changes from
upon neural happenings. Whether the dependence
thinking to being afraid, then the prospects are better.
in question involves weak or strong supervenience,
All in all, since supervenience is description
depends somewhat on how neural activities are relative, the question whether a level L1 is weakly
described.
or strongly supervenient on a level L2 is partly an
Let us assume that the change at the psychological empirical
question.
Levels
ofbeingareidentified
a
level is the transition from thinking about summer to posteriori, on the basis of empirical investigation.
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Clinically, a biological psychiatry committed to a
strong version of reduction is of limited use. This
for our intuitions that there are multiple levels of is nicely shown in the paper by Gabbard (1992). We
organisation
intheworld;(2)itprovides
a theory cannot exclude effects stemming from other levels,
of how these levels are linked; (3) it offers an outline i.e. psychological, interpersonal and social processes,
of the possible modes of lawfulness that can exist which modify for instance the psychopharmaco
logical outcome, even in the most â€˜¿ biological'
cases.
betweenlevels.
The doctrine outlined is less attractive because The reduction of the clinical situation is partly
there are no satisfactory theories of emergence or acceptable only in research settings. This does not,
however, mean that the results of psychopharmaco
supervenience
available,
andlabeffing
theinter-level
logical or other biological research in psychiatry are
relationships with new names merely serves to
mystify them. (Recently, however, â€˜¿ self-organisation'obscure. The main question is how to interpret and
To sum up, emergent materialism is an attractive

ontology for the following reasons: (1) it accounts

has

been

proposed

to account

for

emergent

properties in the neural system (ScentÃ¡gothai,1993).
Spontaneous neural activity has been empirically
demonstrated to result in â€˜¿ biologically
significant'
behaviour (Erdi, 1993). This might provide a clue
for building a future theory of emergence.)
The problem of emergence gives rise to another
fundamental question, namely, the question of
intelligibility: What counts as an explanation? Is
anything complex ever explained, or do typewriters,
for example, remain a mystery in relation to their
components?
Thus we are back where we began: emergent
materialism
wasintroduced
because
itrenders
many
psychiatric fmdings intelligible. To assess its worth,
we must first find out what we mean by mteffigibility.
In psychiatry one criterion for intelligibility could
be the clinical relevance or usefulness of a theory.
Emergent materialism seems to fill a gap in recent
psychiatric discussion. This gap concerns the relation
ship between events on different levels. At the same
time, however, it opens up some new gaps, which
will have to be filled in the future by empirical
research and theory.

use these results.
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